Active temporal and spatial multiplexing of photons
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The maturation of many photonic technologies from individual components to next-generation system-level circuits will require exceptional active control of complex states of light. A prime example is in quantum photonic technology: while single-photon processes are often probabilistic, it has been shown in theory that rapid and adaptive feedforward operations are sufficient to enable scalability. Here, we use simple “off-the-shelf” optical components to demonstrate active multiplexing—adaptive rerouting to single modes—of eight single-photon “bins” from a heralded source. Unlike other possible implementations, which can be costly in terms of resources or temporal delays, our new configuration exploits the benefits of both time and space degrees of freedom, enabling a significant increase in the single-photon emission probability. This approach is likely to be employed in future near-deterministic photon multiplexers with expected improvements in integrated quantum photonic technology.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The active control of light using feedforward/feedback techniques is emerging as an important resource for future large-scale photonic technologies (e.g., [1–3]). In quantum photonics, active control has been understood to have a foundational role since seminal proposals [4,5] have shown rapid and adaptive measurement and feedforward operations as a path to scalability. The benefit of this approach for quantum photonics is the simplicity of the individual components used in the control network—“standard” linear optical elements—as opposed to approaches that require exotic materials or development processes for, e.g., quantum light–matter interfaces [6].

A central challenge in quantum photonics is the nondeterministic nature—probabilistic with a heralded success signal—of single-photon and entangled state generation, which arises from sources based on spontaneous pair generation in nonlinear material (referred to as heralded single-photon sources, or HSPSs) [6] and the negligible interaction between photons [4]. For HSPSs, the maximum theoretical single-photon emission probability is limited to 25% [7], sufficient for small-scale applications and proof-of-principle experiments, but not ultimately scalable in quantum photonic applications requiring many single photons on demand simultaneously. As with other generation processes in quantum photonics with heralded success probabilities well below 50%, (e.g., [8–10]), the success probabilities must be increased above practical threshold values (often well above 50%).

A promising approach to overcome this challenge is to use active optical multiplexing—repeating a nondeterministic generation process in time or space and rerouting to single modes using an adaptive optical switching network (Fig. 1) [11–14]. The individual components used in this approach—switches, delay lines, nonlinear crystals, and single-photon detectors—are generally “off-the-shelf” components that can be acquired commercially today in bulk or fiber, and can conceivably be fabricated into a monolithic integrated chip using standard processes (or with minor modifications) in the near future. With sufficiently high-performance components, active multiplexing can be used to increase the success probabilities of nondeterministic generation processes above relevant thresholds, enabling scalability [15].

Spatial multiplexing [7,11–15] has been successfully implemented with up to four HSPSs [16–19]. While relying fully on spatial multiplexing may be costly in terms of resource requirements [20], temporal multiplexing [21–29] would enable repeated use of the same physical process, reducing resources, system size, and indistinguishability requirements, at the cost of introducing delay lines and reducing the system clock rate. In our view, the most practical large-scale quantum photonic architectures in the future will utilize both spatial and temporal multiplexing to optimize trade-offs between spatial footprint and system clock rate, and other practical considerations (Fig. 1).

Here, we demonstrate the combined operation of active temporal and spatial multiplexing of photons. Using a double-passed
HSPS, only a single physical source was used to multiplex eight effective source repetitions, enabling an increase in the heralded photon rate, for a fixed noise level, by up to 76% compared to the same source without multiplexing. Although our demonstration is currently limited by the maximum operation frequency of the switches, our configuration does not rely on components that may be significantly difficult to include in near-future integrated designs, such as quantum light–matter interfaces or polarization modulators, thus showing a configuration well-suited for future development.

2. RESULTS
A. Principle of Operation

In a HSPS, a pulsed laser pumps a nonlinear material, spontaneously generating photon pairs, called signal and idler photons, in a fixed time bin. Assuming a single-mode state [30], the state after passing through the nonlinear material is given by an infinite superposition of Fock state pairs [31]:

\[
|\psi\rangle = \sqrt{1 - |\xi|^2} \left[ |0\rangle |0\rangle + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{\xi^n}{n!} |n\rangle |n\rangle \right],
\]

where \(i\) and \(s\) are the idler and signal modes and \(\xi\) is the squeezing parameter determined by the pump power and the strength of the nonlinearity. Multiphoton pairs generally result in detrimental effects in quantum circuits, necessitating low squeezing parameters so that the single-pair term in Eq. (1) dominates.

Filters are used to separate the signal and idler photons and the pump, and a single-photon detector placed on the idler arm is used to herald the presence of the signal photon. Under ideal conditions and with number-resolving detectors, the theoretical maximum single-photon emission probability of a HSPS is limited to 25% [7], due to the presence of multiphoton pair terms in Eq. (1). While this single-photon emission probability is sufficient for small-scale quantum optics experiments, heralded sources by themselves are not sufficient for scalable quantum technology [15].

A temporal multiplexing technique (also referred to as time multiplexing) [21,22], which uses a HSPS, optical switches, delay line loops, and electronics for feedforward, can be used to boost the single-photon emission probability while keeping the multiphoton contamination low. In this scheme, the HSPS is pumped \(N\) times per clock cycle with laser pulses spaced by time \(T\). Signal photons are stored in a long delay line buffer as detection signals from the idler arm are analyzed. When a single photon is heralded in one of the \(N\) time bins, a switching network composed of delay line loops (with lengths of integer multiples of \(T\)) is driven into a configuration that offsets the photon into a single spatial–temporal mode.

With a sufficient number of time bins per clock cycle, a single-photon pair will be produced in at least one of the time bins with high probability. The probability of heralded single-photon emission from the multiplexed source is approximately (see Supplement 1, Section III for a detailed model)

\[
P_{\text{MUX}}^{\text{single}} = \left( 1 - (1 - p_{\text{sig}})^N \right) N p_{\text{single}}
\]

where \(p_{\text{sig}}\) is the probability that the HSPS triggers during one time bin and \(p_{\text{single}}\) is the probability that the triggered emission is a single photon after passing through the lossy switching network [15]. With ideal operation and assuming a lossless switching network, 17 heralded source repetitions enable a source with >99% single-photon emission probability [7], and assuming realistically small losses, ~8–16 heralded source repetitions enable a near-deterministic source with low multiphoton contamination.
(depending on exact experimental parameters) for large-scale applications [15]. Even when considering HSPSs operating with efficiencies far below the theoretical maximum, as is the case with all HSPSs demonstrated to date, multiplexing can still be used to achieve an enhanced heralded single-photon emission probability per clock cycle for a fixed multiphoton contamination probability, offering the possibility of new classes of experiments in the near term.

In this work we implemented a hybrid scheme using two spatially multiplexed sources fed into a temporal multiplexing setup, doubling the number of effective source repetitions (Fig. 2). By using a return pass in the opposite direction through the same nonlinear crystal, hybrid temporal and spatial multiplexing can be implemented with only a single physical source. This scheme enables an additional enhancement to the single-photon emission probability without an additional loss penalty on the generated photons, since the same depth of switches as the temporal multiplexing scheme is used.

B. Implementation

Our experimental setup (Fig. 2) uses a bulk periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) downconversion crystal phase matched to produce idler photons at 671 nm and signal photons at 1547 nm from a pump laser at 468 nm. These wavelengths enable high-efficiency detection of the idler photon using silicon avalanche photodiodes (APDs) and low-loss transmission of the signal photon through switches and fiber delay lines.

Each pulse from a pump laser with a 80 MHz repetition rate (12.5 ns pulse spacing) is frequency doubled and split into four pulses spaced by ∼3 ns using a series of free-space delay lines constructed from beam splitters and mirrors. The four pulses then pass through the PPLN crystal and undergo collinear downconversion, probabilistically creating photon pairs in four time bins in the first spatial mode (referred to as Pass 1); a return pass of the pump reflected from a mirror, creates four additional time bins in a separate spatial mode (Pass 2). For each pass, the four effective sources passively delayed in time are referred to as “Delays,” e.g., Pass 1, Delay 3. The spectra of the signal photons from different delays of the same pass were shown to have a high degree of similarity (mean of 97.9 ± 1.8%, see Supplement 1, Section II), and moderate similarity between the two different
this measure of noise cannot be inferred from coincidence rates alone. The heralded photon rates for fixed CAR for the $8 \times$ multiplexed and nonmultiplexed sources are plotted in Fig. 3 (data from the $4 \times$ multiplexed source is shown in Supplement 1, Section I). At high pump powers, corresponding to low CARS, the rates of coincidences for the multiplexed sources were suppressed due to the saturation of triggering events, as predicted by our model (Supplement 1, Section III). For a fixed CAR, in the regime where saturation effects are small, the $4 \times$ multiplexed source did not show a significant increase in the heralded photon rate, and was limited mainly by the loss of the switching network ($\sim$4 dB loss for each path). However, the $8 \times$ multiplexed source exhibited an increased heralded photon rate between 33% and 59%, for the same CAR, over the best nonmultiplexed source, and between 47% and 76% over the mean from the nonmultiplexed sources (Pass 1 only), demonstrating a direct improvement [Fig. 3(b)]. In our model we corrected for the effects of extrinsic loss on the rate of heralded photon production [dashed line in Fig. 3(a), see Appendix A and Supplement 1, Section III], indicating a potential improvement of $\sim$114% for a wide range of CAR values compared to the expected heralded photon rate from the nonmultiplexed sources (also with extrinsic loss removed). This enhancement can be mapped to a comparable increase in the single-photon emission probability for a fixed multiphoton emission probability (see Supplement 1, Section IV).

3. DISCUSSION

We demonstrated temporal and spatial multiplexing of eight photon bins in a hybrid setup to enhance the heralded photon emission statistics compared to nonmultiplexed sources. Although our demonstrated improvement was limited by the maximum operation frequency of the switches, we note that even low-rate high-efficiency multiplexed sources will likely find applications in the near term, due to the increased single-photon generation probability per clock cycle. Therefore, a possible solution is to use a pulse picker to limit the repetition rate of the laser source to the maximum operation frequency of the switches. Combined with single-photon detectors with near-unity efficiency and low dark counts at telecom wavelengths (e.g., [32]), the configuration demonstrated here will provide a practical advantage for single-photon generation in future experiments. Ultimately, multiplexed sources with the highest single-photon emission rates will require the development of a lower-loss high-speed optical switch (recent, promising prototypes include Kerr effect [33] and electro-optic-based [34] switches). Driven by the demand for high-performance modulation and switching for classical photonics applications (see, e.g., [35]), breakthroughs in this area are expected in the coming years.

Although the focus of our current demonstration was not on optimizing photon indistinguishability, we expect that small adjustments to our setup, such as passing the pump beam through a spatial pinhole filter at the inputs of the source, will improve this aspect in the future (see Supplement 1, Section II). In our multiplexed source, photons from different delays had similar spectral properties, identical polarizations, and similar source efficiencies and couplings. Our setup of adjustable free-space delays allows for the fine-tuning of the temporal delays of the photons to within a coherence length, indicating that photon interference between two of our multiplexed sources, up to the intrinsic limit of the PPLN sources themselves, should be possible. In future implementations, waveguide single-photon sources (e.g., [36]) are also compatible with our setup to further improve photon indistinguishability and reduce mode mismatch.

Temporal multiplexing techniques will almost certainly be required in future large-scale quantum photonic circuits in order to substantially reduce resource requirements. Furthermore, hybrid temporal and spatial multiplexing will be important in order to balance trade-offs among resource requirements, spatial footprint, and temporal delays. Integrated photonic components, including photon pair sources (e.g., [37]), switches (e.g., [38]), filters (e.g., [39]), delay lines (e.g., [40]), and detectors (e.g., [32]), are under development. Scaling down our setup will enable a multiplexing template capable of realizing new classes of quantum photonics technology, as well as provide useful tools for high-performance active optical control.

APPENDIX A: METHODS

1. Experimental Setup

A mode-locked, Ti:sapphire laser (Tsunami, Spectra Physics) produced $\sim$150 fs pulses at 936 nm; a LBO crystal (Newlight) was
used to frequency convert to 468 nm. To enable low-loss, near 50–50 splitting of the pulsed pump beam, laser line nonpolarizing beam splitters (Newport) were used in the free-space delays. The PPLN crystal (Covision) was 3 mm long and phase-matched at 110°C using an oven and temperature controller. Dichroic mirrors (Semrock) were used to separate the signal and idler photons from the pump, and Pellin–Broca prisms were used for further spatial filtering. A bandpass filter with FWHM of ~2.6 nm and center at 671 nm (Semrock) was used on the idler arms of each pass for further filtering.

Polarization-maintaining switches (Agiltron, ~1 dB loss per switch, 500 kHz max operation frequency) were based on an electro-optic material. Standard telecom fiber was used for the long delay buffer (~200 m, ~90% transmission) and polarization-maintaining low-dispersion fiber (Corning) was used for the variable delay line loops (~0.65 m and 1.30 m, ~95% transmission). Fiber polarization controllers (Fiberpro) were used before the polarization-maintaining switching network to match the polarizations of photons from the two passes. To enable reliable comparison between multiplexed and nonmultiplexed source measurements, a MEMS switch with nearly balanced loss was used to route the photons into or around the multiplexing switch network.

2. Photon Detection

Idler (triggering) photons were detected using silicon APDs (PerkinElmer, ~65% efficiency). Pump leakage and dark counts on the idler arms were found to be negligible (~500 Hz) compared to the triggering rates.

Idler photon detection signals were discriminated with an oversampling FPGA (Xilinx Spartan 6) using internal delays and a 80 MHz, “locked-to-clock” reference input from the Ti:sapphire laser. The FPGA was designed so that, after signal detection, an “idle time” of 2 µs became active to avoid further detection. For every detected signal (regardless of time bin), a gating signal was output with a constant delay with reference to the original input clock, to ensure correct heralding of the temporally multiplexed photons. The total (unoptimized) internal delay of the FPGA logic was ~60 ns.

Signal photons were detected using InGaAs detectors (ID Quantique, ~25% efficiency). Coincidence counts, joint detection between idler and signal photons from paired generation events, were collected using gated detection of the signal photon from idler detection signals from the FPGA. Accidental counts, joint detection between idler and gated signal photons from unpaired generation events, were then collected by shifting the temporal delay of the FPGA input clock by a multiple of the clock cycle. Pump leakage in the signal arms was found to be negligible at the measured powers. Dark counts detected by the InGaAs detectors (in the regime of 5%–10% of the heralded coincidence counts in gated mode) were measured by blocking the signal arm path; these time-averaged counts were then subtracted from the count totals. The gate width used was 1.8 ns.

3. Extrinsic Sources of Loss

Extrinsic sources of loss in the setup include the following. (1) Loss due to measurement apparatus: a small amount of extra loss (4%) on the multiplexed source was due to asymmetric loss of the MEMS switch used to switch between multiplexing and nonmultiplexing channels for measurement. (2) Loss due to the deadtime of available electronic amplifiers: the two electronic amplifiers used to amplify the signal from the APD and into the FPGA have deadtimes of ~0.1 µs, resulting in missed pulses from the APD. In principle, much faster amplifiers with negligible deadtimes can be used to eliminate this source of loss. (3) Loss due to the limited switch repetition rate (500 kHz). An asynchronous “idle time” of 2 µs was programmed into the FPGA to avoid driving the switches faster than their 500 kHz maximum operation frequency. The switch repetition rate is set by the switch driver board; the switches themselves have a faster intrinsic rise and fall time, with maximum extinction ratio, of 300 ns (~3 MHz).
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